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Constructing Signals With Prescribed Properties
Yonina C. Eldar, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This letter introduces a general framework for con-
structing signals with prescribed properties that can be described
as inner products of the signal with a set of vectors, with almost ar-
bitrary construction and constraint spaces. We first derive a pro-
cedure for constructing a signal in a given construction space, with
prescribed properties in a given constraint space. Building upon
these results, we develop a procedure for constructing a signal with
prescribed properties in two disjoint constraint spaces.

Index Terms—Consistent sampling, signal construction.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HERE are various contexts in which it may be desirable to
construct a signal with prescribed properties. In this letter

we consider the case in which these properties can be described
as inner products of the signal with a set of vectors.

Specifically, it may be desirable to construct a signalto lie
in a construction space , and to have some additional prop-
erties that can be described as inner products ofwith vectors

that span a constraint space. For example, we may wish
to construct a bandlimited signal with prescribed values over a
given time interval. It may also be desirable to construct a signal
with prescribed properties in two disjoint constraint spaces
and . For example, we may wish to construct a signal with
prescribed lowpass coefficientsand prescribed values over a
time interval. In this letter, we develop a general framework for
constructing signals of this form.

We denote by the orthogonal projection onto the subspace
, and by the adjoint of the corresponding transformation.

The inner product between vectors is denoted by
.

II. CONSTRUCTINGSIGNALS IN WITH PRESCRIBED

PROPERTIES IN

Suppose we wish to construct a signalto lie in a subspace
of a Hilbert space , and to have some additional properties

in a subspace that can be described as constraints of
the form for some , where the vectors
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the construction off 2 W with a given orthogonal
projectionf ontoS with H = W � S . (a) Desired orthogonal projection
ontoS. (b) Unique signalf 2 W with the given projection.

form a Riesz basis1 [1] for . We do not require that ;
however, we assume that . This ensures that
the number of degrees of freedom in constructingis equal to
the number of constraints2 on . Since for any ,

, we further assume that and are disjoint, i.e.,
. If and have finite dimension, then this

implies that . We therefore explicitly assume that
.

Since , for some , where the
vectors from a Riesz basis for . With and denoting
the set transformations3 corresponding to and respectively,
our problem is to find such that satisfies

(1)

To this end, we first develop a geometric interpretation of our
problem. Denoting by the orthogonal projection of

onto , . Further-
more, since and the vectors span , is uniquely de-
termined by . Therefore, constructing

to have prescribed inner products is equivalent to con-
structing to have a prescribed projection . Geometrically,
our problem reduces to constructing such that its orthog-
onal projection onto is equal to some given projection .

Fig. 1(a) depicts the desired projection of an un-
known signal . The problem is to construct with this
projection. Since the direction of is known, there is a unique
vector in whose projection onto is ; this vector is illus-
trated in Fig. 1(b).

1A Riesz basis is a basis with some additional norm constraints that guarantee,
for example, thatc is in l . In particular, any basis for a finite-dimensional space
is a Riesz basis.

2If dimS > dimW , then in general we will not be able to construct such a
signalf , since there are more constraints than degrees of freedom. IfdimS <

dimW , then in generalf will not be unique.
3A set transformationcorresponding tofx 2 Hg is defined byXa =
a[i]x for a 2 l . From the definition of the adjoint, ifa = X y then

a[i] = hx ; yi.
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Fig. 1 demonstrates that with , we can always
construct an such that . To explicitly construct

, we rely on the following theorem [2].
Theorem 1: Let the vectors corresponding to and the

vectors corresponding to form Riesz bases for
and , respectively, with . Then is
invertible.

From Theorem 1, the unique satisfying (1) is
, and the unique such that is

(2)

By choosing different spaces, , and and using (2), we
can develop a variety of interesting constructions.

We note that our problem can be formulated as a consistent
reconstruction problem [2]–[5], in which it is desired to recon-
struct using vectors from measurements ,
where the reconstructed signal is required to yield the same mea-
surements as. Using results obtained in this context [2], [4],
[5], we may extend (2) to include the case of linearly dependent
vectors .

III. CONSTRUCTING A TIME-LIMITED SEQUENCEWITH

PRESCRIBEDLOWPASSCOEFFICIENTS

To illustrate the details of (2), we consider an application to
the construction of a time-limited sequence with prescribed low-
pass coefficients. Thus, is the space of sequences
for , , and is the space of sequences
for , where . We wish to con-
struct such that the lowpass discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) coefficients of the -point DFT , of

are equal to some prescribed values.
To construct we first determine vectors such

that , . Specifically,
for and zero oth-

erwise. Then, is the space of bandlimited sequences
such that , , where ,

denotes the -point DFT of .
To apply (2), we select the basis ,

for . We next compute ; the details
are given in [2]. Then for

and 0 otherwise is a time-limited sequence with the
prescribed lowpass DFT coefficients.

In the next section, we develop a method for constructing sig-
nals with prescribed properties in both and . Using this
method, we can generalize our construction here to produce
a signal with prescribed lowpass coefficientsand prescribed
values on a given time interval.

IV. CONSTRUCTINGSIGNALS WITH PRESCRIBEDPROPERTIES

IN AND

Suppose now we wish to constructwith prescribed proper-
ties in two disjoint spaces and , so that and

, where the vectors and form Riesz bases
for and , respectively.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the construction off with given orthogonal projections
f onto S and f ontoW with W \ S = f0g. (a) Desired orthogonal
projections ontoS andW . (b) Unique signalf 2 U = W � S with the
given projections.

To construct , we can define the combined basis for
, consisting of the vectors and . Then, with

denoting the set transformation corresponding to the vectors

(3)

where is the concatenation ofand .
In what follows, we use the results and insight developed

in the previous sections to derive an alternative construction,
that although is mathematically equivalent to (3), provides fur-
ther insight into the problem. The advantage of this approach is
that in many cases can be constructed simply by inspection,
without having to formally employ (3), as we demonstrate in the
context of a concrete example in Section V.

In analogy to the previous problem, constructingwith
and is equivalent to constructing

to have a prescribed orthogonal projectiononto and a
prescribed orthogonal projection onto . Fig. 2(a) depicts
the orthogonal projections of an unknown signalonto and

. The problem then is to constructwith these projections.
With , it is obvious that can be arbitrary on

. However, there is a unique compatible with the
given projections; this vector is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Fig. 2
illustrates that with , we can always construct
with the desired properties. Furthermore, is unique.

To explicitly construct the unique satisfying the re-
quired constraints, we write as where and

. Then, since , constructing
such that is equivalent to constructing

such that . From Theorem 1, , so
that our problem reduces to finding such that

, which is equivalent to the problem of Sec-
tion II. Since the orthogonal complement of in is equal
to , , and we can apply (2) to obtain

, where corresponds
to a basis for . Finally, the unique satisfying the desired
constraints is

(4)

Note that there are many alternative methods of constructing
. For example, instead of utilizing the decomposition

we can decompose as where and is in
a subspace such that . We then construct by
first finding the unique vector such that ,
and then finding the unique such that

. We may also exchange the roles ofand and utilize
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Fig. 3. Constructing a sequencef with prescribed local averages and prescribed odd part. (a) Uniquef 2 S with required local averages. (b) Uniquef 2 S

with odd part equal to the difference between the required odd part and the odd part off . (c) Uniquef = f + f with both the required local averages and the
required odd part.

a decomposition of the form where now and
.

V. CONSTRUCTING ASIGNAL WITH PRESCRIBEDLOCAL

AVERAGES AND PRESCRIBEDODD PART

As an illustration of our approach, suppose we want to con-
struct with local averages , where

and otherwise, and with odd
part , where , , ,
and , .

In this example, is the subspace of signalsthat satisfy
for all , and is the subspace of odd

signals. Using our general method described in the previous
section, we can construct the signalby inspection, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) depicts the unique with the
desired local averages, so that .
Fig. 3(b) depicts the unique with odd part satisfying

, where is the odd part of . Note
that, as we expect, the local averages ofare zero. Fig. 3(c) de-
picts , which is the unique sequence with the desired
local averages and the desired odd part.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we derived general methods for constructing sig-
nals with prescribed properties and illustrated the methods in

the context of concrete examples. The methods we developed
allow for almost arbitrary constraint and construction spaces,
and are based on a geometric interpretation. We considered both
the problem of constructing a signal in a subspacewith pre-
scribed properties associated with a subspace, as well as the
problem of constructing a signal with prescribed properties in
both and . The latter construction can be extended in a
straightforward way to the case in which properties in more than
two subspaces are considered.
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